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CityWatchLA

Aliso Canyon Puts 
the Hit on DWP 
Customers This 

Winter
By Tony Butka

Everyone knows about the plight of the folks living around 
Porter Ranch, and how well SoCalGas has treated them. 
Now it appears that all DWP customers will be receiving 

a “gift” from the Gas company that we really, really are not 
going to like! 
 It started with a major rupture in October of one of the 
main lines from Aliso Canyon that provides gas to the DWP, 
among other customers. Another line was also damaged, with 
a bottom line that there will be less gas available to heat our 
homes this winter. The language used by the Gas Co to de-
scribe all this is, “noncore winter curtailments likely.” 
 LA City’s Clean Energy Goals and Natural Gas 
 To put this information in context, the reason our natu-
ral gas supply is so important has a lot to do with the Mayor’s 
decision to require DWP to get rid of its Coal and Nuclear 
energy interests, tout suite. We do, however, still own a piece 
of the Palo Verde Nuclear power plant in Arizona. 
 Anyhow, Hiz Honor’s Sustainability Plan requires that 
LA have 50% renewable energy by 2035, and it is indeed a 
major landmark achievement he touts at will. Maybe it’s also 
the reason that his first Chief Sustainability Chief, Matt Pe-
terson, left in June. 
 Remember, lofty goals notwithstanding, for us to get 
power to our homes, we absolutely must have a source of 
energy that is available 24/7, no matter what the weather is. 
Neither solar nor wind meets these criteria since it’s pretty 
obvious that solar only works with sunlight and wind power 
only when there’s wind. And batteries don’t store energy for 
very long. 
 So as a result of getting rid of all those nasty diesel, coal 
and nuclear energy resources, we are now very dependent on 
natural gas as the main 24/7 energy supply that we rely on to 
fire up our power generating plants and keep them running 
no matter what. For better or ill, that means an increased reli-
ance on the Aliso Canyon storage facility. 
 As SoCalGas itself describes the critical nature of the 
facility, 
 Aliso Canyon serves more than 11 million customers and 
provides fuel to 17 natural gas-fired power plants. It is a criti-
cal part of the region’s energy infrastructure – more than 90 
percent of Southern Californians depend on gas for heat and 
hot water, and approximately 60 percent of all the electricity 
generated in California is made by natural gas-fired power 
plants. 
 DWP Interests and the Bottom Line 
 These numbers obviously include the DWP and its cus-
tomers. On the positive side, the DWP’s energy generation 
works well with SoCalGas, since we have lots of solar and 
wind power generated during the summertime, and much less 
during the winter. SoCalGas is the opposite, with their peak 
output being in the summer and lower requirements in the 
winter. That’s good for both utilities. Usually. 
 However, when something bad happens, particularly in 
the winter, it puts DWP customers at risk if there is a serious 
shortage of gas available.  
 The other factor that I discovered during a Neighbor-
hood Council DWP Committee update last week, is that elec-
tricity moves at the speed of light, which is very cool as our 
solar and wind resources produce virtually instant on electric-
ity. Gas, on the other hand, moves along through the pipes at 
about 20-30 miles per hour! Not good for contingency plan-
ning, especially if the backup gas supply has to come a long 
distance. 
 This is the context for our analyzing the seemingly in-
nocent statement that SoCalGas anticipates “noncore winter 
curtailments likely.” Contingencies and backup. 

Three Reasons Bitcoin Fever Will Rage 
On, Even After This Bubble Bursts

By Niall Ferguson

A little more than three years ago, I made the worst investment decision of my life. “You know, Dad,” my then 15-year-
old son said, “you really ought to buy some bitcoin.” Yes, that’s right, bitcoin: the newfangled “cryptocurrency” 
based    on something called blockchain technology, invented in 2008 by a mysterious Satoshi Nakamoto.

 “Listen, son,” I said, “that is no way to invest my hard-earned pounds ... The governments of the world are not 
about to let their monopolies on national currencies be undermined by a currency that’s already being used for nefarious 
purposes by criminals and money launderers.” “No buts --I’m not throwing real money down the virtual drain.”
 In October 2014 --when something like that exchange took place --the price of one bitcoin was Â US$334. As I write, 
it is US$15,150. If I had listened to my son, I would have increased the dollar value of my investment by a factor of 45 --or, 
if you prefer, I’d have made a return on the investment of 4,436 per cent.
 It’s never too late to recover from an investment blunder, of course. But what if buying bitcoin now would make me 
the “greater fool” --the last man in, who gets left holding the bitcoin when the bubble bursts and the price plummets? 
Financial history is full of examples of investment manias that at some point turned into panics and crashes.
 He accidentally threw away his bitcoin codes in 2013. Now they’re worth US$108 million
 Like the five stages of grief (denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance), there are five stages to most 
financial bubbles. First, displacement: a change in economic circumstances creates new and profitable opportunities. A 
new financial asset is born. Second, euphoria: where expectations of rising profits lead to a rapid rise in the price of the 
asset. Third, mania: the prospect of easy money attracts first-time investors as well as swindlers eager to part them from 
their cash. Fourth: distress: the insiders discern no future gains can possibly justify the now exorbitant prices and begin 
to take profits. Fifth: revulsion or discredit: as prices fall, the outsiders all stampede for the exits, causing the bubble to 
burst altogether.
 Bitcoin: financial revolution or modern tulip mania?
 The analogy favoured by bitcoin sceptics is the mania for tulip bulbs that swept Holland between 1634 and 1637. 
Bitcoin is “worse than tulip bulbs”, said Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan’s chief executive, at a conference in September. 
“It’s a fraud,” he declared.
 “Bitcoin is a sort of tulip,” observed European Central Bank vice-president Vitor Constancio at around the same 
time. “It’s ... an instrument of speculation ... but certainly not a currency.”
 Bitcoin begins trading just as Asian markets open up for the week
 But tulip mania is not the right analogy for understanding bitcoin. As the South Sea Bubble of 1719-21 revealed, 
financial innovations are often accompanied in their initial stages by bubbles; the inevitable bust doesn’t necessarily kill 
the innovation. South Sea Company share prices may have inflated and then collapsed, but that didn’t spell the end of 
tradeable shares as financial instruments, they went on to become the foundation of corporate finance.
 Why has China declared war on bitcoin and digital currencies?
 Something similar will prove to be true of bitcoin and cryptocurrencies in general. It’s not so much that 
blockchain-based coins and tokens will replace the fiat money we have grown accustomed to using since the demise 
of the gold standard. Rather, there are at least three other uses for the new financial technology that will persist even 
after this bubble bursts.
 First, bitcoin has established itself as a kind of digital gold: a store of value for wealthy investors, especially 
those in countries with a weak rule of law and high political risk. Second, “initial coin offerings” that raise money 
in bitcoin and another big cryptocurrency, ethereum, have emerged as a quick and easy way to finance innovation 
--a digital alternative to issuing shares. Third, as blockchains are a near-unhackable, cryptographic method for 
preserving data across a computer network, they can be used for a variety of transactions. In future, the title 
deeds for property will take this form. This is already happening in the republic of Georgia. Meanwhile, Estonia is 
planning to store its citizens’ medical records on blockchain.
 At some point, no doubt, regulatory changes in the US will deflate the current bitcoin bubble. But they will not 
halt, much less undo, this financial revolution.

- Jewish World Review
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The Promise of Eternity

Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford  -  Shepherd of the Hills

By
foc A

Have you ever broken a promise to someone? Has someone ever broken their promise 
to you? The sad reality is that human beings make and break promises all the time. 

“I’ll be there, I promise.” 
“I promise to love you always, for better or for worse.”
“I promise never to do that again.”
“I’ll take you there someday, I promise.”
Unfortunately, every broken promise makes us more and more skeptical because bro-

ken promises equals broken trust. We have to be careful not to allow this skepticism to 
cross over into our relationship with God. The Lord God Almighty is the ultimate promise 
maker and promise keeper. While we are sometimes powerless to keep our promises—
because we lack the resources, commitment, control over unforeseen circumstances, or 
recollection of what we’ve said—God has the power to do what He has said He will do.

In the Bible, we find more than 3,000 promises of God. And the truly amazing thing is 
that God keeps all of His promises. In Luke 21:33, He declares, “Heaven and earth will 
pass away, but my words will never pass away.” 

Jesus Christ is the fulfilment of God’s promises. In 2 Corinthians 1:20, we learn: “For 
no matter how many promises God has made, they are ‘Yes’ in Christ. And so through him 
the ‘Amen’ is spoken by us to the glory of God.” As one biblical commentary states, Jesus 
is the fulfillment of God’s promises because He is the sum and the substance of them! 

The promises of God can be places in one of three categories. 
First are His transformational promises. In Ezekiel 36:26, God promises to take the 

heart of stone from His people and replace it with a heart of flesh—stone representing 
stubbornness and disobedience, and flesh representing a tenderness and an eagerness to 
do the will of God. In 2 Corinthians 5:17, God promises that anyone who is in Christ (who 
loves, follows, and believes in Him) is a new creation—“the old has gone, the new is here!” 
God promises to change us for the better and for His glory.

Second are His provisional promises. God promises to provide many good 
things to His people: protection and victory, wisdom and peace, and the gift of the Holy 
Spirit…just to name a few. (See Psalms 20:4 and 61:3; Acts 1:8 and 2:38; John 14:27 and 
16:13; Matthew 6:30 and 17:20). In fact, one of God’s names in the Bible is “Jehovah 
Jireh,” which means “The Lord will provide” (Genesis 22:8). God is the awesome pro-
vider of all our needs, both physical and spiritual.

Third are God’s triumphal promises. In 1 John 1:9, we are promised victory 
over sin. In Galatians 2:20, we are promised victory over self. James 1:13-18 promises us 
victory over temptation, and Isaiah 41:10 as well as many other Scriptures in the Bible 
promise us victory over fear. 

One of God’s most breath-taking promises is the promise of eternity. Ecclesiastes 
3:11b reveals, “He has also set eternity in the human heart; yet no one can fathom what 
God has done from beginning to end.” Have you ever wondered why many people feel 
there is something else beyond this life? It’s because God has planted eternity in our 
heart! John 3:16 proclaims, “For God so loved the world that He gave His one and only 
Son, that whoever believes in Him will not perish but have eternal life.” This is echoed 
by 1 John 2:25, which says, “And this is what he promised us—eternal life.”

If you would like to know more about God’s promises and how to spend eternity 
with Him, please join us for weekend services at Shepherd Church at one of our four 
campuses—Agua Dulce, Porter Ranch, Westside, and West Valley. Please visit www.
theshepherd.org for more information on service times and locations. 

 Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of Walls Fall Down (www.WallsFallDown-
Book.com) and the senior pastor of Shepherd Church in Porter Ranch, California, which 
has campuses in Agua Dulce, West Los Angeles, and the West Valley. You can connect with 
Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

ON PRE-JUDGING OTHERS

It is very easy to do, to pre-judge others.
Let me explain. “She’s good. He’s bad.

She’s good because I agree with 
what she says.

He’s bad because I don’t agree with
him at all.

I feel that he’s bad. He is very bad.”
“How can you say that?”

“Oh, I don’t like him. I just know 
I can’t trust him.”

Each one of us,
for reasons known and reasons unknown,

can pre-judge some people as good
and pre-judge other people as bad.

Each of us is different.
Each of us looks at those we

meet differently.
If you make an attempt to get along

with another,
you may end up on good terms

with that person.

© Norman Molesko, 2018
Ambassador For Seniors

Letter to the Editor

The Gas Tax Increase

Dante Acosta, California Assemblymember from the 38th 
District, has said that the average driver will pay $350 
per year extra because of the gas tax increase. Let’s do 

some math:
 Assume the average driver drives 20,000 miles per year 
and gets 30 MPG.
 20,000 / 30 = 667 gallons
 @ $0.12 per gallon tax increase = $80 per year increase

 Assume 40,000 miles per year and 20MPG. (Ferrari?)
 40,000 / 20 = 2,000 gallons
 @ $0.12 per gallon tax increase = $240 per year increase

 I’m not sure how Dante came up with his numbers, but 
his numbers are obviously wrong. Is he lying to us or just bad 
at math? Sounds like Trump.

-  Gilbert Duran,  Chatsworth
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The Laundry-
folding Robots 
Are Coming

By Mary Schmich

I once asked a 100-year-old woman to name the greatest 
innovation of her lifetime and without skipping a beat 
she said, “The electric washing machine.”

 If she were alive today, she might have said, “The 
laundry-folding robot.”
 If you’ve been preoccupied with thoughts of body-
slamming politicians and Melania’s travel wardrobe, you 
may have missed the more important news this week, which 
is that the laundry-folding robots are marching our way.
 As reported in The New York Times, at least two 
companies plan to bring the laundry wizards to the 
international market by the end of this year.
 One of the devices, invented in Japan, is called 
Laundroid. The other, developed in Israel by an American 
company, is FoldiMate, which bills itself as “your laundry-
folding friend.”
 Ahoy, FoldiMate! Can you match my socks too? 
Thanks, pal.
 Liberation from laundry is presumed to be a universal 
human goal, and in the hierarchy of laundry’s purported 
torments — washing, drying, folding — the last is presumed 
to be the worst, the one that until the robot revolution of 
2017 has eluded technology.
 But before our new robot buddies cause our folding 
skills to atrophy, just like calculators have ruined our 
ability to do arithmetic, I’d like to take a moment to praise 
the ancient art of laundry folding.
 For some people, laundry is therapy.
 I have a relative who struggles with anxiety and 
depression and when things are going wrong, she knows 
what to do — laundry.
 
         *     *  *
 Laundry gives shape and purpose to her time, and 
it offers a beautiful reward at the end, a stack of clean 
clothes, sheets and towels, evidence that the world can be 
made fresh, that she can get things done.
 The folding is her favorite part. The smoothing out, 
the lining up of edges, the stacking of underwear with 
underwear, shirts with shirts. When she’s doing laundry, 
she’s in charge of life.
 Whenever I go to visit her, she demands to do my 
laundry and always returns it to me folded and stacked 
with military precision, which makes both of us very happy.
 I know another woman who after her husband died 
found her greatest comfort down in the basement laundry 
room, washing and drying, ironing and folding. The 
warmth and the whirr made the little room a retreat. The 
familiar neat piles when she was done seemed to turn the 
upside-down world upright, if only for a while.
 I’m not as ardent a laundry folder as those two are, 
and I’m grateful when someone does it for me. There are 
days when my washed clothes sit in the basket unfolded 
until the wrinkles have practically calcified.
 But when I do get to folding, it calms me down. Like 
anything done consciously and carefully, it’s meditative.
 Wiping the creases out of a pair of shorts, tucking the 
sleeves of a T-shirt in just so, leaves the mind free to roam. 
Some people call that boring. I call it freeing.
 The accomplishment, though short-lived, is tangible and 
visible. No fact-checking, no argument, no study required.

(Continued on page 6)

CityWatchLA

Where are the Police 
When You Call Them?

By Dennis P. Zine

I recently met some friends for coffee at a shopping center in Woodland Hills.  When I arrived, they informed me that 
a man had approached them and attempted to sell them some drugs including marijuana. 
 The man was standing next to a Jeep and was approaching patrons in the shopping center as they walked past him.  

I observed the actions of the suspect for a while and decided to phone for a police unit to investigate. 
 At 9:50 pm, I phoned the LAPD and reported the situation and waited for a unit to arrive.  During this time, the 
suspect continued to approach pedestrians in the parking lot and engage in a short conversation.  The pedestrians 
would then walk away and the suspect would return to his Jeep and enter and exit and then approach other pedestrians. 
 After waiting for 30 minutes, I decided to leave. It was around 10:20 pm. No police unit ever arrived to investigate 
the situation. 
 At 11:40 pm, I received a phone call from LAPD dispatch inquiring about the situation.  I informed the dispatcher 
that I left the location and went home after waiting approximately 30 minutes for a unit that never arrived.  Some 
of you may ask why didn’t I approach the suspect and conduct an investigation myself.  The answer is very simple.  
Without the proper identification and equipment, I would be risking my safety and the safety of others by encountering 
a possible drug dealer in a parking lot at night.     
 I have been informed by many Los Angeles residents that the response time of the LAPD is getting longer and 
longer.  This situation impacts public safety and the safety of you and your family.
 While the latest (12-16-17) LAPD COMPSTAT report shows the LAPD at strength of 10,038 personnel, it is clearly 
not sufficient to police the city with a population of over 4 million residents. 
 In addition to the 21 geographic patrol divisions and detective operations, the LAPD has taken responsibility 
for the Metro Transit Lines (Bus and Train) within the City of LA.  Combine this situation with the current Police 
Commission mandate to De-escalate the use of force with combative suspects, another way of saying RETREAT from 
the situation; there is no wonder that the response time is taking a hit along with increasing crime and the homeless in 
all neighborhoods throughout LA.  
 Under the current city leadership, I don’t see this situation improving any time soon.  The next time you see an 
officer on patrol, think of what they are encountering on a daily basis.  Wave hello to them to let them know that at least 
you care about them and what they are trying to do to “Protect and Serve” you and your family.

 (Dennis P. Zine is a former and retired LAPD Supervisor, former and retired 12-year Los Angeles City Councilman 
and current General Manager at Bell Canyon in Ventura County.)
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Marxism on Campus

We Are Not a Pagan 
Country --- Yet

By Alicia Colon

If ever we needed proof that American academia has been 
completely hijacked by anti-religious Marxists, one should 
read the memorandums issued by university executives 

attacking believers in this holiday season.
 According to a statement distributed at a diversity event 
by the University of Montana, outward signs of celebration 
should exclude the colors that denote a religious connotation- 
like red and green Christmas trees.
 Jewish Hanukkah is targeted, too, with menorahs, dreidels and 
the colors blue and white also described as being “not appropriate.”
 I was always under the impression that this country was 
founded on Judeo Christian principles but this is dismissed in 
the academic world as being offensive to other cultures. Ha!
 This hostility towards the celebration of religious holidays 
is just a prelude to outright banning of these events. Religion has 
always been the enemy of the Marxist ideology and atheism that 
has decreed it to be the opium of the masses.’
 A populace with belief in a higher power than the state is 
dangerous to that state’s existence. It must be stamped out and 
the best way to do that is incrementally with politically correct 
screeds demanding fairness to those who might be offended 
by public acts by organized religions. Who are these people 
anyway? Offended by the color of Christmas and Hanukkah 
decorations? Are you kidding?
 Chad Felix Greene writes that as a Jew he used to resent a kind 
co-worker’s annual Christmas card and even reported her to HR 
angrily complaining that her intentions did not matter as long as he 
felt the offense and the act itself made working there feel unsafe.
 Eventually over the years, he began to appreciate the season 
for its benevolent intent and writes: "It is so easy to be offended, so 
easy to feel hostility and suspicion. Victimhood is attractive because 
it gives people permission to be judgmental without consequence 
and feel superior in doing so. It creates a sense of being special, 
enlightened, and above it all. But this merely traps people in a cycle 
of bitterness and loneliness as they fight the urge to simply enjoy 
the holiday season with everyone else. Ironically, the fact that they 
receive the same gift as everyone else demonstrates their inclusion 
in the group rather than highlighting their difference.”

  *  *  *

 In one of my former jobs, I worked as an office manager 
for an owner who was an observant Jew. I would take over 
the business on Fridays when he left early to observe Sabbath 
with his family.
 I absolutely loved that tradition which reminded me of how 
we spent our Sundays in the 50’s when stores were closed, workers 
had days off and family meals were spent together in this day of 
rest after attending church.
 I admire anyone who shows that reverence for the Almighty 
in spite of the worldly intrusions in our lives. Mazel tov to all.
 So what has become so scary about religion celebrations here 
in America that academic administrations are doing their best to 
shut them down?
 This disdain is most prevalent in the states where Marxism 
has successfully hijacked the legislatures. Local laws forbidding 
creches and menorahs in public areas have been enacted in blue 
states like California and New York. 
 Consequently hostilities towards those of faith commonly 
explode in these areas, most recently in Rossville, California 
where a Salvation Army bell ringer was beaten by a stranger after 
he greeted him with, Merry Christmas.”
 Freedom Of religion not freedom From religion is in the 
constitution of the United States, a country that has always been a 
haven for all religions.
 One might imagine that this anti religious fervor originated 
with Madelyn Murray, founder of American Atheists’ successful 
campaign against G0D that removed Him from the schools but 
this animosity started much earlier.
 The core principles of communism are detailed into 45 goals 
in researcher Cleon Skousen’s book The Naked Communist.” 
Most of these have been accomplished. Among them are:
 #17 Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts 
for Socialism and current Communist propaganda. Soften the 
curriculum. Get control of teachers associations. Put the party 
line in textbooks.
 #18 Gain control of all student newspapers.
 #19 Use student riots to foment public protests against 
programs or organizations that are under Communist attack. 
[Note: The success of these goals, from a communist perspective, 
is obvious. Is there any doubt this is so?]
 #20 infiltrate the press. Get control of book review 
assignments, editorial writing, policy-making positions.
 #27 Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed religion with 
“social” religion. Discredit the Bible and emphasize the need for 
intellectual maturity, which does not need a “religious crutch.”
 #28 Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious expression 
in the schools on the grounds that it violates the principle of 
“separation of church and state”
 I find it inspiring that the current administration has ignored 
#28 and our president frequently calls for us to remember we have 
been blessed with this nation founded on Judeo Christian values.
 We are not and will never be a pagan nation as long as we keep 
our eyes open and keep the Almighty in our daily lives and hearts.
 I wish you all a Glorious New Year…
     - Jewish World Review

CityWatchLA

Is the End Near for Religion?
By Joel Kotkin

Virtually everywhere in the high-income world, faith, particularly tied close to institutionalized religion, 
has been dropping for a decade, and the trend is accelerating with each new generation. Even once 
bright religious celebrations like Christmas have not only become less spiritual, even here in America, 

but seems to be inexorably returning to its original pagan roots as essentially a winter solstice holiday.
 A simple look at the statistics collected by Pew tells the story. The Christian population in Europe is already 
shrinking. Between 2015 and 2060, Pew estimates the share of North American and European Christians will 
drop from 36 percent to barely 23 percent. Indeed in 24 of 42 traditionally Christian countries, many of them 
in Europe, deaths among Christians already exceeds births. Only in Africa, do Christian births seem likely to 
continue outnumber births.
 Here in the U.S., once considered the last wealthy bastion for religion, church affiliation has been declining 
with each new generation; only 38 percent of younger millennials who consider faith “important in their lives,” 
notes Pew, compared to nearly 60 percent of boomers. Nearly half of young people predict that by 2050 the 
largest religious grouping will be those who are unaffiliated.
 The rise of a new religion
 The ebbing of religion, however, does not mean the end of a search for meaning. Among the rising tide 
of “nones,” or the unaffiliated, now the largest part of the Democratic Party, new forms of spiritual belief 
increasingly define their moral universe and world-view. Millennials and progressives may be less religious, but 
almost half admit to embracing a strong spiritual sense of well-being and wonder at the universe.
 Now rising are new, more secular forms of religion. One faith system follows the call of “Gaia,” or Earth, 
a kind of neo-druidism based on an often puritanical form of earth-worship. It apostles include onetime Jesuit 
Jerry Brown, Bill McKibben and Al Gore, whose views are increasingly considered gospel in the media and on 
college campuses.
 Another is a faith based on technology, an algorithmic religion if you will, which explains all behavior and 
sentiment as comprehensible by science. Groups like the Silicon Valley based Way of the Future seek a science-
based Godhead that will lead to “trans-human” evolution. Some, including a few connected with Google, dream 
of achieving, through technology, the immortality so central to much of traditional religion.
 The dangers of politics
 Perhaps the biggest threat to religion however may be found in its politicization. The evangelical movement 
is clearly suffering from its adherence to the reactionary right, and support for such heinous figures as Alabama’s 
Roy Moore. President Trump’s election, which most evangelicals supported, reflects the cynical neutering of 
orthodox religious values simply to extend the influence of the political right.
 Not to be outdone, the religious left — in both liberal Jewish and mainstream Christian churches — seems 
intent on transforming faith into a politically correct creed, with even George Washington’s own church in 
Alexandria disowning our first president. Groups like Faithinpubliclife.org demonstrate embrace of the 
progressive agenda, but are funded in large part by George Soros, probably the world’s most influential promotor 
of atheism. Not surprisingly, these apostles of tolerance seem to find little wrong when senators attack religious 
Catholics in confirmation hearings, a kind of McCarthyism of the left.
 This may earn them support of the media and large parts of the political class, but turning religion into a 
form of progressivism has done little to slow their own demographic decline. Mainstream Protestant churches, 
the largest base of the religious left, have lost over 5 million adult members since 2007 and are doing even worse 
among millennials than other faiths. As the leadership of the reform Jewish movement becomes increasingly 
politicized, the demography of reform Jews is aging rapidly compared to that of more conservative factions; 
three quarters of all Jewish children in New York City are being raised in orthodox households.
 The long game
 Perhaps fertility may represent the last card for religious institutions. They remain fecund while childlessness 
has become rife the growing ranks of the unaffiliated, which includes a larger single population. When people in 
San Francisco or Manhattan, who tend to be the most secular, don’t have children, it is essentially “game over” 
for their genome. In contrast, religious people tend to have more children, which is why at least one analyst, 
Britain’s Eric Kaufman, asserts “the religious will inherit the earth,” albeit in the very long run.
 But over the next few decades, religion in America and elsewhere can expect a very difficult ride. This suggests 
things may get harder for the millions who depend on churches in their daily lives, or for succor during disaster. 
Perhaps the trait the churches and synagogues need now is patience. Jews, who have waited for the messiah for 
a seeming eternity, or for Christians, who now have two millennia of expectations, may enjoy resurgence, but 
likely only after decades more of seemingly inevitable decline.
 Happy New Year.
 
 (Joel Kotkin is the R.C. Hobbs Presidential Fellow in Urban Futures at Chapman University in Orange).
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Bishop Alemany
High School
A Catholic Community of Excellence

Bishop Alemany’s spectacular 55-acre 
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that last a lifetime.
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Mickey Buys the 
Simpsons! How Will It 

Change YOUR Life?
By Jack Humphreville

Hollywood is for sale! 
 Disney announced that it has contracted to acquire a significant portion 
of 21st Century Fox’s assets in an all stock, tax free transaction valued at $52 

billion.  The assets include the Fox film and television business (along with its various 
franchises such as Marvel’s X-Men and The Simpsons), its cable channels (FX and 
National Geographic), its 22 regional sports channels, its international television 
provider services (Sky of Britain and Star of India), and Fox’s interest in Hulu. 
 Not included in this deal are Fox News (not quite in keeping with the Disney 
image), the Fox television broadcast network, its 28 television stations, the Fox 
Sports 1 Network, and the Fox studio lot. 
 At the same time, AT&T, the world’s largest telecommunications company, is 
in the midst of trying to acquire Time Warner for $85 billion in cash and stock.  
But this deal has run into significant opposition from the antitrust authorities at the 
Department of Justice. 
 AT&T is interested in buying content for its distribution operations that consist 
of wireless services and Direct TV, our friends who will not enter into a reasonable 
deal with Spectrum to broadcast the Dodgers games.  The major Time Warner assets 
include Warner Brothers, HBO (Home Box Office), and CNN (Cable News Network).  
 Underlying these two megamergers is the quest for scale so that the combined 
companies will have the ability to compete in the rapidly changing digital world.  
The FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google) companies, new to the 
media business, are aggressively developing content to stream directly to consumers, 
disrupting existing, multilayered distribution channels.  At the same time, the 
revenues of the FAANG companies are growing astronomically, gobbling up billions 
in advertising and subscription revenues, allowing them to pay premium prices for 
quality content. 
 The shareholders of Fox and Time Warner are happy campers because of the 
premium prices paid for their companies allow them to smile all the way to the bank. 

    *  *  *

 Wall Street and the investment community are buying into these deals because of 
the billions in synergies that are expected to be derived by combining the operations 
of the companies.  This will result in more efficient operations through improved 
distribution of content, eliminating layers of management, cost cutting, and laying 
off redundant workers, including many in the Los Angeles area.  
 Importantly, the combined companies will develop even greater pricing power 
which allow them to extract more revenue from us, the consumers, whether through 
higher prices from cable operators who are passing along higher transmission fees, 
increased advertising revenues, or fees paid directly by consumers for streaming 
services.  
 These megamergers by Disney (market capitalization of $165 billion) and AT&T 
(market capitalization of $230 billion) will be heavily scrutinized under the antitrust 
laws and regulations by the Department of Justice and other government entities.  
Of course, the managements and their teams of high priced lobbyists, lawyers 
and spinmeisters will say that these companies are good corporate citizens, that 
consumers will benefit from improved services and product offerings, and that these 
deals are not anticompetitive because they actually foster increased competition.
 Yet, these two acquirers have reputations for jacking up prices.  All you have 
to do is look at how the Mouse has aggressively raised admission prices at its theme 
parks.  Or how Disney has demanded higher fees every year for ESPN despite being 
the highest priced cable channel.  And these fees are passed onto us, whether we 
watch sports or not.  
 As for AT&T, what have they ever done for us other than raise prices for Direct 
TV and its other wireless services? And not carry the Dodgers! 
 The primary focus of the antitrust review must be on the impact of 
the increased pricing power of the combined enterprises on the consumers and their 
wallets.  And more than likely, the regulators will realize that these two megamergers 
that create giant unresponsive bureaucracies are not in our best interests.  
 Hollywood may be for sale, but we are not.  These deals are not ready for 
prime time.  

 (Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for CityWatch. He is the President of the 
DWP Advocacy Committee and is the Budget and DWP representative for the Greater 
Wilshire Neighborhood Council.  He is a Neighborhood Council Budget Advocate.)
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Learning forward 
A mindset and an action

Sierra Canyon’s carefully designed Pre-Kindergarten 
through Grade 12 program develops curiosity and mastery 
in equal measure—propelling your child toward a lifetime 
of joyful learning.

Families from over 90 zip codes travel to Sierra Canyon 
for our individually calibrated, entrepreneurial education.

Will you join us?

SCHEDULE A PRIVATE CAMPUS TOUR:

LOWER CAMPUS  Pre-K – Grade 6 
(818) 882-8121, ext. 105

UPPER CAMPUS  Grades 7 – 12 
(818) 882-8121, ext. 323

  
sierracanyonschool.org

Sierra Canyon HS

Another State 
Championship….What’s Next?

By David Powell for The Valley Voice

Sierra Canyon opened its high school in 2005, and graduated its first class in 2009.  In 
those few short years since opening, the Trailblazers have garnered nine state champi-
onships in five sports.  Physical activity is part of the curriculum beginning in the lower 

school.  In K-3 grades physical education involves “mass games” where everyone is active 
and moving – there are no winners or losers.  It is cooperative rather than competitive, and 
the emphasis is on improving agility, balance, strength, and endurance while having fun.  By 
the time students are in upper school 62% participate on sports teams.  After high school 
graduation many continue in their chosen sport at the collegiate level.
 Ending the 2016 athletic year, Sierra Canyon’s football team achieved a state 
championship with coach Ellinghouse being honored as football coach of the year.  The girl’s 
athletics were not to be overshadowed.  
 In 2017 the girls’ volleyball team captured the state championship.  First the team 
defeated La Salle to win the CIF-SS Division 3 title.  That win was followed by again defeating 
La Salle in the Regional Division 2 championship match.  In that rematch, after the team lost 
the first two sets, they stormed back to win the regional title 3-2 (16-25, 19-25, 25-16, 25-23, 
15-10).  The Trailblazers next played for the state Division 2 championship, sweeping Sacred 
Heart Prep in three sets to win Sierra Canyon’s first girls’ volleyball state championship.  In 
addition to the team’s success, there were also individual accolades.  Stephanie Wigfall was 
honored as Coach of the Year, while junior May Pertofsky (a Michigan commit) was named 
Division 3 player of the year.  Zoie Stewart (Jr) and Zoe Fleck (Sr) were selected to the all 
CIF-SS team.  Losing only one player (Zoe Fleck) to graduation, the team should be a strong 
defender of their state championship next year.  
 The fall sports season has now concluded and the winter sports calendar is well underway.  
Coach Alicia Komaki has the girls’ basketball team prepared for another successful year.  Last 
year’s team finished with a 23-7 record.  Four of the losses were to their nemesis, Windward.  
In their final game they lost to Windward in the semifinal round of the Division 1 playoffs.  
Although it is early, the team enjoys a top 50 national ranking.

  *  *  *
 The boys’ basketball team should be exciting to watch 
this year and involves a number of changes.  Ty Nichols, 
basketball coach for the past five years resigned in April, 2017 
and assistant coach Andre Chevalier was promoted to head 
coach.  Also gone is Marvin Bagley III, who left after his junior 
year and is now displaying his basketball talent as a Duke 
University Blue Devil.  Marvin is also being projected as a first 
round NBA draft pick after a “one and done” year at Duke.  
Having Marvin Bagley leave was certainly a significant loss for 
the team.
 Balancing out the loss were a number of new players 
joining the team.  Four additions are sons of former NBA 
players.  Leading off is Scotty Pippin, Jr (6’1” guard), son of 
NBA Hall of Fame player Scotty Pippin, who was a teammate 
of Michael Jordan with the Chicago Bulls.  Kenyon Martin 
Jr (6’7” forward) is the son of Kenyon Martin who had a 15 
year NBA career.  Duane Washington Jr (6’3”, and a senior) 
has a father who played in the NBA.  Sophomore forward 6’7” 
Terren Frank is the son of Tellis Frank, a first round NBA 
draft choice.  Also returning to Sierra Canyon is junior Cassius 
Stanley, a 6’8” shooting guard.  Cassius attended SC for lower 
school and then attended Harvard-Westlake for three years 
before returning to SC.  Cassius is a five star recruit with a top 
ten ranking at his position.
 In the home opener, the team defeated Camarillo 57-55.  
This was followed by the team’s lone loss to Shadow Mountain 
High.  The Trailblazers won the La Canada Invitational 
Tournament, outscoring a previously undefeated Damien 
81-76 in the championship game.  The basketball team will 
continue to improve as the new additions meld as a team.  Try 
to attend a game – the uptempo play (with lots of slam dunks) 
is truly entertaining.

Scotty Pippin Jr. (#2) drives to the basket.

 Some people feel the same way about washing dishes, a 
chore that rivals laundry for most despised. In fact, self-help 
articles have been written about the “Zen” of dishwashing.
 Wash the dishes just to wash the dishes. Notice every plate 
and bowl. The work is the reward. There is no hurry.
 But most of us are in a hurry, a reflexive, habitual, cultural 
hurry, which is why the laundry-folding robots will find a 
market.
 The FoldiMate website brags that the robot, with a potential 
price of $700-850, will take a mere 2.5 minutes to fold an average 
laundry load of 25 items, a task that would take a super-fast 
human four minutes.
 That means we humans would have another minute and a 
half per laundry load to spend on Facebook.
 One day we may look back on folding laundry the way we 
do on scrubbing clothes on rocks down by the river. Were we 
ever forced to do such primitive labor?
 But I’m guessing that I’ll keep on folding the laundry just 
to fold the laundry. Unless one of those machines can perform a 
feat I’ve never mastered, which is to fold a fitted sheet in a truly 
satisfying way.                                      -  Jewish Word Review

(Continued from page 3)

The Laundry-folding 
Robots Are Coming

Photo by David Powell
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Miss Iraq Recounts 
‘Death Threats’ and

Fears for Family Over 
Selfie with Israeli

By Judith Hartford

An Iraqi Miss Universe contestant whose family was forced to flee the Arab 
country after a photo of her with an Israeli candidate went viral has spoken of 
her ordeal to CNN, recounting “scary” death threats and anxious calls to her 

mother back home.
 Sarah Idan said she “didn’t think for a second there would be blowback” when 
she posted a selfie to Instagram with Israeli Adar Gandelsman. Both Gandelsman 
and Idan published the joint selfie on their Instagram pages, expressing a desire 
to promote peace, while participating in the Miss Universe International Beauty 
Pageant in Las Vegas.
 The 27-year-old Iraqi said she had been on “on cloud nine” at the pageant, where 
she was the first Iraqi contestant in 45 years. “I had been dreaming of that forever.”
 When she and her Israeli counterpart became friendly at the contest, Idan 
recounted, “I said ‘let’s take a picture so our people can see we don’t have a problem 
and we’re actually ambassadors for peace.’”
 But the response in Idan’s home country was swift and vicious.
 “I woke up to calls from my family and the Miss Iraq Organization going insane. 
The death threats I got online were so scary.”
 Her Iraqi sponsors demanded that she remove the photo from her account. “The 
director of the Miss Iraq Organization called me and said they’re getting heat from 
the ministry. He said I have to take the picture down or they will strip me of my 
title.”
 Idan refused to take down the photo, though she did write a second post stressing 
the photo was not a show of support for the government of Israel.
 “I want to stress that the purpose of the picture was only to express hope and 
desire for peace between the two countries,” she wrote, going on to apologize “to all 
those who consider [the picture] harmful to the Palestinian cause.”
 But that clarification didn’t do much good.
 Idan also received threats for wearing a bikini during a pre-competition photo-
shoot. But she said the selfie with Gandelsman caused her far more trouble.
 Idan, who has dual citizenship, is still in the US, and said she feared going back 
home. Her family has been forced to leave Iraq until the controversy subsides.
 Despite the trouble it has caused her and her family, Idan has said she has no 
regrets about posting the photo. She also remains optimistic about her people.
 “A lot of people have the wrong idea about Iraq, and while we do have extremists, 
we also have good people,” she said. “Most of the good people go unnoticed.”

New Year, New Me: 
A Beginning to 2018

By Casey Kim, Valley Voice Student Reporter

The cliché phrase of “new year, new me” has become, over time, the epitome of 
unfulfilled promises and short-lived resolutions. Despite this, people all over the 
world celebrate a new year by making a traditional list, whether it be on a piece of 

paper or a mental note, of goals for the new year. Teenagers in particular, despite attending 
the same classes and being in the same age range, each have different ambitions for the 
year of 2018 depending on their interests and passions. 
 Harvard-Westlake sophomore Sabina Yampolsky addressed that for grade-oriented 
students, New Year’s resolutions can have more to do with academic aspects than others. 
 “I believe that students make New Year’s resolutions as a form of setting a yearly goal 
for themselves and providing a certain structure and stability to their lifestyle,” Yampolsky 
said. “By giving yourself ambitions for the following year, you both address personal flaws 
and being on a pathway to correcting them. For students, this may concern academic 
challenges, as the school plays a huge role in our lives.”
 Since the most generic expectation for students is to do well in school, this sense of 
pressure felt by many can result in yearning wishes to excel in studies and extracurricular 
activities. 
 Jasmine Colak, a student at San Pasqual High School, is a diligent senior who, like 
many other teens in her grade, faces the pressure of going to college the following year. 
Colak, who has an impressive list of extracurricular activities, expressed her goal of 
mindfulness and self-awareness.
 “My New Year’s resolution this year is to make my mental health a priority and to 
place less pressure on myself to be perfect at everything I do,” Colak said. “As a senior 
balancing a multitude of responsibilities including maintaining a high GPA, completing 
college applications, giving back to my community and serving others in leadership roles 
such as CASL [California Association of Student Leaders] State President and the student 
board member on my school district's Board of Education, I often fill my plate to the brim 
and see a decline in my mental wellbeing and health as a result. As my senior year and high 
school career comes to a close, I want to make the most of the time I have left and create 
more meaningful connections and memories with my peers while I can.”
  Faye Wang, a junior at Irvington High school, is an active member of her school’s 
Leadership program and Student Council. She also serves as a Northern Director on the 
CASL State Board. Wang spoke about how being a leader in her community affects her 
resolutions to be more focused on her character development, as well as how she can be a 
better and more contributing member in her school environment. 
 “My resolution is to practice gratitude daily and actively show it by doing deeds such 
as saying ‘thank you’ and doing favors in return,” Wang said. “The reason I’m choosing 
this is because many different people and organizations, whether I actively am aware of it 
or not, have provided me with copious amounts of support and opportunities—hence why 
I am such an active student.”
 Each person’s resolutions, whether it be achieved or not in the duration of the 
promising new year, reflect one’s morals, values, interests, and talents. Their goals pertain 
to what they are most passionate about, as well as the flaws they want to fix most. In hopes 
that 2018 will not be another year subdued to unfulfilled promises and ill-attempted goals, 
let us take a time for reflection of the year 2017, a year filled with controversial arguments, 
political memes, an eclipse, and a new Taylor Swift album. Ask yourself, what can you do 
better? What do you want to see change?

Gas Leak Tutor
I would like to take this opportunity to inform the residents of Porter Ranch that be-

ginning on January 8, 2017, I will be publicizing, through Facebook, an educational 
series on the known chemicals that were released during the Southern California 

Gas Company blowout in Porter Ranch, California.

 In the series I will:
 1. Identify each chemical
 2. describe the attributes and properties of the chemical; 
 3. discuss any and all potential harmful effects of the chemical and;
 4. explain the potential symptoms that one could suffer as a result of exposure.
 The Facebook page in which the series can be found is “Porter Ranch Gas Leak.”
 Please like and share this Facebook link with your friends

Sincerely,  Jeffrey B. Nordella, M.D.
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Trump’s Jerusalem 
Declaration

Palestinians Want 
One State Only –
Theirs Without
Israel Surviving

By Dr. Avi Perry

R eactions to President Trump’s Jerusalem speech 
where he acknowledged the factual status of the city 
as the capital of the Jewish State triggered mixed, yet 

mostly negative, emotions throughout the world. The president 
claimed that his move was conducive to peace between Israel 
and the Palestinians; his critics professed the opposite. Their 
main premise maintained that recognizing Jerusalem as the 
capital city of the Jewish State would alienate the Arab world; 
it would destroy the “Peace Process”, and it would do away 
with the US historical role as a neutral arbitrator who could 
bring the two sides to the table and forge a compromise.  
 President Trump is right. His critics and the rest of the 
Arab world are confused and misguided.
 The main reason peace between Israel and the 
Palestinians is unattainable now is rooted in the Palestinians’ 
conviction that Israel, all of it, must be uprooted from the 
holy land and replaced by a Palestinian State, containing a 
Muslim majority. Any talk about a “Peace Process” or an 
outcome comprising a two-state solution is calculated to serve 
as an intermediate step on the path toward this endgame. 
This is not a secret or a speculative theory. Many Palestinian 
officials have proclaimed this precise ploy, divulging their 
true intentions to their masses, while making it a central piece 
of their charter and ideology.
 70 years ago, President Truman recognized Israel 
as the Homeland of the Jewish people. It was then a more 
controversial pronouncement than President Trump’s 
decision to acknowledge reality. And this is the key. When 
truth and reality are recognized as facts, it smooths the 
progress toward smashing unrealistic hallucinations like 
wiping Israel off the map. Moreover, it facilitated the forging 

of peace between Israel and some of its arch enemies, like 
Egypt and Jordan, who had been parties to that infeasible 
fantasy. And it did so with the facilitation of a US president 
following the Yom Kippur war between Israel and Egypt 
where the US had taken a clear-cut position on the side of 
Israel. These historical events demonstrate that siding with 
Israel not only failed to prevent the US from becoming an 
arbitrator but, in fact, it facilitated and secured its status as 
the most qualified peacemaker.
 Consequently, as long as the rest of the world refuses 
to recognize Jerusalem as the Jewish State’s capital city, 
it encourages the Palestinians’ pipedream of a Palestinian 
state from the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan River, by 
reinforcing their false vision of uprooting the Jews from 
their historic capital; it supports the Palestinians’ refusal to 
compromise and participate in a real rather an imaginary 
peace process had there been one.
 And Let’s face it. Who are we kidding when claiming that 
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital city is a 
fatal blow to the peace process. What peace process? Is there 
such a thing? And if there had ever been one, who dumped it?
 There is no doubt in my mind that President Trump’s 
latest action concerning Jerusalem will bring to bear more 
legitimacy to the fact that Israel is a Jewish State with a 
Jewish history dating back to more than 3000 years. It also 
encourages other nations to fall in line, if not immediately, 
then over time. And once there is more of a critical mass of 
nations following Trump’s lead, the Arabs in general and the 
Palestinians in particular would be pressured to recognize the 
Jewish State as the Jewish State. When that acknowledgement 
takes place, the principal barrier to a final peaceful solution 
between Israel and the Palestinian would be removed, and the 
road to peace would be wide open.
 Jews’ claim to Israel as their ancient homeland begins 
with their claim to Jerusalem as the central piece at the heart 
of that prerogative. Anyone who denies that connection is one 
step closer to rejecting the historical bond between the Jews 
and Jerusalem. On the other hand, recognizing Jerusalem 
as the capital of the Jewish State is the key to accepting the 
fact that the Jews are here to stay, that Israel and Jerusalem 
as its capital are inseparable, and this acceptance is the first 
and most crucial step in moving toward a peaceful solution 
between Israel and the Palestinians.

When truth and reality are recognized as facts, 
it smooths the progress toward smashing unrealistic 
hallucinations like wiping Israel off the map.

Alan Dershowitz: Why Trump Is Right
To Recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s Capital

By Alan Dershowitz

President Trump’s decision to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital is a perfect response to President Obama’s 
decision to change American policy by engineering the United Nations Security Council resolution declaring 
Judaism’s holiest places in Jerusalem to be occupied territory and a “flagrant violation under international law.” 

It was President Obama who changed the status quo and made peace more difficult, by handing the Palestinians 
enormous leverage in future negotiations and disincentivizing them from making a compromised peace.
 So if there is any change to the status quo, let the blame lie where it should be: at the hands of President Obama for 
his cowardly decision to wait until he was a lame-duck president to get even with Prime Minister Netanyahu. President 
Trump deserves praise for restoring balance in negotiations with Israel and the Palestinians. It was President Obama 
who made peace more difficult. It was President Trump who made it more feasible again.
 The outrageously one-sided Security Council Resolution declared that “any changes to the 4 June 1967 lines, 
including with regard to Jerusalem,” have “no legal validity and constitutes a flagrant violation under international 
law.” This means, among other things, that Israel’s decision to build a plaza for prayer at the Western Wall — Judaism’s 
holiest site — constitutes a “flagrant violation of international law.” This resolution was, therefore, not limited to 
settlements in the West Bank, as the Obama administration later claimed in a bait-and-switch. The resolution applied 
equally to the very heart of Israel.
 Before June 4, 1967, Jews were forbidden from praying at the Western Wall, Judaism’s holiest site. They were 
forbidden to attend classes at the Hebrew University at Mt. Scopus, which had been opened in 1925 and was supported 
by Albert Einstein. Jews could not seek medical care at the Hadassah Hospital on Mt. Scopus, which had treated Jews 
and Arabs alike since 1918. Jews could not live in the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem, where their forbearers had built 
homes and synagogues for thousands of years. 
 These Judenrein prohibitions were enacted by Jordan, which had captured by military force these Jewish areas 
during Israel’s War of Independence, in 1948, and had illegally occupied the entire West Bank, which the United 
Nations had set aside for an Arab state. When the Jordanian government occupied these historic Jewish sites, they 
destroyed all the remnants of Judaism, including synagogues, schools and cemeteries, whose headstones they used 
for urinals. 

     *   *   *

 When Israel retook these areas in a defensive war that Jordan started by shelling civilian homes in West Jerusalem, 
and opened them up as places where Jews could pray, study, receive medical treatment and live, the United States took 
the official position that it would not recognize Israel’s legitimate claims to Jewish Jerusalem.
 It stated that the status of Jerusalem, including these newly liberated areas, would be left open to final negotiations 
and that the status quo would remain in place. That is the official rationale for why the United States refused to 
recognize any part of Jerusalem, including West Jerusalem, as part of Israel. That is why the United States refused to 
allow an American citizen born in any part of Jerusalem to put the words “Jerusalem, Israel” on his or her passport as 
their place of birth.
 But even that historic status quo was changed with President Obama’s unjustified decision not to veto the Security 
Council Resolution from last December. The United Nations all of a sudden determined that, subject to any further 
negotiations and agreements, the Jewish areas of Jerusalem recaptured from Jordan in 1967 are not part of Israel. 
Instead, they were territories being illegally occupied by Israel, and any building in these areas — including places for 
prayer at the Western Wall, access roads to Mt. Scopus, and synagogues in the historic Jewish Quarter — “constitutes 
a flagrant violation under international law.” 
 President Trump’s decision to officially recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital helps to restore the appropriate 
balance. It demonstrates that the United States does not accept the Judenrein effects of this bigoted resolution on 
historic Jewish areas of Jerusalem, which were forbidden to Jews. 
 Since virtually everyone in the international community acknowledges that any reasonable peace would recognize 
Israel’s legitimate claims to these and other areas in Jerusalem, there is no reason for allowing the UN Resolution 
to make criminals out of every Jew or Israeli who sets foot on these historically Jewish areas. (Ironically, President 
Obama prayed at what he regarded as the illegally-occupied Western Wall.)
 After the UN, at the urging of President Obama, made it a continuing international crime for there to be any 
Israeli presence in disputed areas of Jerusalem, including areas whose Jewish provenance is beyond dispute, President 
Trump was right to untie his own hands and to undo the damage wrought by his predecessor. Some have argued that 
the United States should not recognize Jerusalem because it will stimulate violence by Arab terrorists. No American 
decision should ever be influenced by the threat of violence. Terrorists should not have a veto over American policy. If 
the United States were to give in to threat of violence, it would only incentivize others to threaten violence in response 
to any peace plan.
 So let’s praise President Trump for doing the right thing by undoing the wrong thing President Obama did at the 
end of his presidency.
 
 (Alan M. Dershowitz is the Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law, Emeritus, at Harvard Law School and author of 
“Trumped Up: How Criminalizing Politics is Dangerous to Democracy.” Follow him on Twitter @AlanDersh and on 
Facebook @AlanMDershowitz. This article was originally published by The Hill.)

 -  The Algemeiner
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From the Left

The President and Israel
By Susan Estrich

We always used to put a “moving the embassy” plank in the Democratic platform even 
though we never expected it to happen — or even thought it should before the larger 
issues about Jerusalem were resolved. I think the first time was in 1980, to try to show 

up Jimmy Carter, the incumbent president, whom my candidate, Sen. Ted Kennedy, was 
challenging. It made sense in terms of domestic politics. It made no sense to our foreign policy 
people.
 I can’t say whether, in hindsight, Donald Trump’s big announcement — an announcement 
is what it is, not a move — will be seen to have helped or hindered the peace process. I don’t 
know whether putting negotiations in the hands of his son-in-law, who has Trump’s ear, will 
turn out to be wise or not. I don’t know whether the president cares enough to know enough 
to be able to do what no president before him has done, but which all of them have believed 
requires the intensive personal involvement of the president.
 I was at the White House the day that President Bill Clinton came back from negotiating 
with then-Prime Minister Ehud Barak and then-PLO Leader Yasser Arafat at Wye Plantation. 
I have never seen him so frustrated. This was an issue he cared deeply about, an agreement he 
so much wished to reach. When I visited him the week before he left office, he was still engaged 
in talks. If it were easy, he would have done it. They have to want peace, too.

    *  *  *
 Addressing the Middle East, I have always thought, requires care and attention, not 
necessarily to “solve” the situation but to at least not make things worse. Israel is a democracy 
with its own courts and elected officials, some of whom we might not vote for if given the 
chance. The role of the United States is not to control their politics but to broker a solution 
that will do everything possible to secure peace for Israel with fair and secure boundaries. This 
means the two-state solution, everyone has assumed, but fixing boundaries will be almost as 
difficult as dealing with Jerusalem. Obviously not easy. It certainly was not when Arafat was 
at the table, even though the president himself was also there, pushing the Israeli leader to 
meet his demands.
 Many things about Trump worry me. His handling of Israel is one of them. I know he says 
that he loves Israel. As someone who also loves Israel, I appreciate what I think is an honest 
sense of connection. His choice for ambassador, who stunned some of us with frank comments 
he made before he was appointed, is said to be smart and fair-minded, as good a choice as any, 
my friends say.
 But when he up and announces that he’s going to move the embassy to Jerusalem when 
in fact he is not going to do that anytime soon — his announcement just convinced everyone 
that we have already sided with Israel, causing calls for intifada on the West Bank and earning 
condemnation from the U.N. Security Counsel — you have to ask whether Trump has a secret 
plan or no plan at all for the Middle East. 
 Because it is hard to imagine any plan for a peaceful resolution of the situation that 
would begin with an announcement, out of nowhere, sure to inflame the Muslim world — a 
statement that you were recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel by moving the embassy, 
without any mention, agreement, joint control or guaranteed access to the holiest sites for 
both Muslims and Christians. Of course they know we are on Israel’s side, but it is a question 
of degree; of whether we are open to solutions that might require significant compromises by 
Israel as well; a question requiring diplomacy of the most delicate and highest order, of the late 
Richard Holbrooke at his best. What is Donald Trump doing?
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Threat to Jewish Students

Faculty Who Boycott 
Israel Increase
Likelihood of
Antisemitism

A  new study released by AMCHA Initiative reveals how academic boycotts of Israel 
pose a serious threat to Jewish students and significantly increase the likelihood 
of anti-Semitism on campus.

 Much has been written in recent years detailing how academic boycotts, and 
particularly an academic boycott of Israel, are an assault on academic free expression 
and intellectual inquiry critical to academia.  Even more alarming is AMCHA’s recent 
research that found a strong link between the presence of faculty members expressing 
support for an academic boycott of Israel and the worst form of anti-Semitism, acts of 
anti-Jewish hostility.  Such acts include assault, harassment, destruction of property 
and suppression of speech.  The research indicated that schools with one or more 
faculty boycotters were between four and seven times more likely to have acts of 
anti-Jewish hostility, and the more faculty boycotters on a campus, the greater the 
likelihood of such anti-Semitic acts. The association was replicated in three separate 
studies conducted over two different calendar years.
 The study released by AMCHA Initiative investigates why this is happening.  It 
examined the three disciplines that were responsible for sponsoring close to 90% of 
anti-Israel events – Ethnic, Gender and Middle East Studies. Data reveals that the 
greater the number of faculty boycotters in a department, the greater the number of 
outside BDS proponents brought to campus by that department and the greater the 
instances of students’ anti-Zionist expression and incidents of anti-Jewish hostility. 
 “Although the statistical association in previous studies between faculty boycotters 
and aggressive acts toward Jewish students is quite strong, it is not immediately 
evident why this is so,” wrote the researchers.  “For unlike members of anti-Zionist 
student groups such as Students for Justice in Palestine, whose activities have directly 
resulted in incidents of anti-Jewish hostility, it is not obvious how the mere presence of 
faculty boycotters is associated with an increase in campus anti-Semitism.  This new 
research strongly suggests that that at least some faculty who have signed petitions 
or statements in support of an academic boycott of Israel bring their anti-Israel 
sentiments and support for BDS to campus through their department’s sponsorship 
of pro-BDS events and those events increase the likelihood of resulting anti-Jewish 
hostility on campus.”
 AMCHA monitors more than 400 college campuses across the U.S. for anti-
Semitic activity. Campus anti-Semitism increased 40% and genocidal expression 
doubled in 2016, according to AMCHA’s most recent annual study.  The organization 
has recorded 466 known anti-Semitic incidents so far in 2017. 
 AMCHA Initiative is a non-partisan, non-profit organization dedicated to 
combating anti-Semitism at colleges and universities in the United States. 
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LOCAL Events

(Continued from page 1)

Deadline for Non-Profits
Please submit very brief local events, space is 

limited, by the 20th, for the following month. Send 
word document to yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com. 

No faxes, phone calls or mail.
Rachel Reiter, Local Events Coordinator

 It turns out that DWP customers are “noncore” cus-
tomers as far as SoCalGas is concerned. If bad things 
happen and winter curtailments occur, not only the DWP 
could be impacted. Other noncore customers include 
refineries, large hospitals, and manufacturing. As DWP 
spokesman Donald Sievertson said during his presenta-
tion, he “worries a lot about this winter.” 
 Don’t misunderstand. There are some mitigation ef-
forts underway, which include increasing supplies from 
the Kern River, and even from as far away as Blythe or 
Arizona. However, there’s the fact that even if gas is avail-
able from these places, it’s going to move to us at 20-30 
miles per hour. This is not instant response. 
 There are some other mitigation efforts, like delaying 
DWP’s own Transmission Upgrade work until February, 
and bringing in LNG (liquid natural gas), but again, these 
are not instant cures. When asked point blank to describe 
the risk we face, it was described as a “moderate risk.” 
From an expert, moderate risk is a big deal. 
 Before anyone panics, there are a couple of factors 
to consider. The first is whether or not we have a really 
cold winter. Obviously, you and I have no control over the 
weather, and so far, it looks like a relatively mild winter 
this year. So far. 
 The second factor, that you and I have control over, 
is conservation. This is clearly the key, and Angelenos al-
ready demonstrated during the drought (remember that) 
we can step up to a challenge.  There we saved on the or-
der of a 30% reduction in use. If we can apply that same 
ability to using less gas for heating this winter, we can 
significantly decrease the likelihood of curtailments. So, 
reprogram that thermostat or turn it down! 
 The Takeaway 
 I will admit to not being a fan of the SoCalGas Com-
pany even before the mess at Aliso Canyon. They are a 
huge regulated monopoly, with enough megabucks lobby-
ists to own the California Legislature; they are large and 
monied enough to exert undue influence with the Public 
Utilities Commission. 
 And of course, looming in the back of all our minds, 
is the debacle at Aliso Canyon with its monster gas leak, 

highlighted with the usual corporate denials and excuses 
and hardball litigation; and all the while, residents got sick. 
Not to mention what has happened to the property values 
of the folks who paid a pretty penny to buy into a seemingly 
upscale development. 
 For me, the DWP presentation highlighted an un-
pleasant reality that seems to have been missing from all 
the media and political hype about the Aliso Canyon stor-
age facility. Its huge, it stores a lot of gas, and there is sim-
ply no practical way to even dream about shutting it down 
in the near term. Too many Southern Californians are de-
pendent on the flow of gas, year-round, as our main 24/7 
reliable energy supply. 
 I certainly hope that the experts are working on alter-
natives to Aliso Canyon, but in the short-term there aren’t 
any. Huge capital projects undertaken by the likes of So-
CalGas, the Metropolitan Water District, and the DWP 
take years and years to design and build. Remember the 
Delta Tunnels? The estimate for them is about 15 years. 
 In this context, right now, climate change is a double 
whammy for us desert creatures. First, it is really getting 
hotter and that requires more cooling for longer periods 
of time. Second, thanks to the extreme variations in our 
weather patterns due to climate change, there’s always the 
very real chance we’ll have a short but very cold weather 
system in the winter. 
 So, let’s help ourselves, and see if we can conserve en-
ergy this winter. We did it with water, and I know we can 
do it with heating. It has been pointed out to me that if 
about a million consumers run their overnight heating at 
just one less degree, and/or set their timers 10 minutes later 
to start, we would be well on our way to helping ourselves 
avoid the dread “noncore winter curtailments likely.” 
 And remember to be innovative: Personally, I like 
comforters and they’re seriously on sale this time of year. 

 (Tony Butka is an Eastside community activist, who has 
served on a neighborhood council, has a background in gov-
ernment and is a contributor to CityWatch.) 

 Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.

Shepherd Sports
 Youth Basketball Clinics is scheduled to start 
Saturday, January 27. This 5 week clinic will focus on the 
technical and fundamental aspects of the game of 
basketball. From beginner to advanced, our professional 
trainers strive to provide a top notch learning atmosphere 
while make the game fun for every participant.  Youth 
Basketball runs every Saturday, 8-9:45am (5-8 years 
old) and 10am-12pm (9-14 years old); Fee: $80 (online 
registration only) $100 (if registering at the door). 
Location: Shepherd Church Gym.
  Women’s Self Defense is back! This class is taught 
by a husband and wife who are both 3rd degree black 
belt and higher. Every participant will engage in 
tactical maneuvers that build confidence leading to 
self protection. Class starts January 14, every Sunday 
for 7 weeks, from 7 - 8:30pm at the Shepherd Youth 
Room. Ladies only - ages 15 and up. Fee: $50.
 Our Men’s Basketball Leagues draw players from 
all over LA and the San Fernando Valley. Four different 
leagues accommodate all skill levels and promise 
to challenge any group of ballers. The competition, 
facilities, and fellowship are among the best you can 
find. You can bring a whole team or sign up as free 
agent. Open League  (January 29); B League  (January 
30); C league/s  (February 8). Deadline for all Basketball 
Leagues is January 22.
  Shepherd Church is located at19700 Rinaldi Street in 
Porter Ranch. www.shepherdchurch.com

 Job’s Daughters
 “Join Job’s Daughters International, Bethel No. 289 
Granada Hills, on January 6th, 4 pm at the Granada 
Hills Masonic Lodge for the annual holiday party. Please 
bring a pair of new socks stuffed with $10 worth of 
goodies for our sock exchange. There will be food, 
movies, and lots of fun things to do. Open to all who wish 
to have a great time. For more information and to RSVP, 
please contact Cheryl Rotundo at CherylBgBethel289@
gmail.com. “

Create Art
 Granada Hills Branch Library is hosting on Tuesday, 
January 16 at 3:30 PM an hour for children and families 
to create whatever artwork they wish. Art supplies 
will be provided. The library is located at 10640 Petit 
Avenue, (818) 368-5687.

Granada Hills Forum
  The Granada Hills Neighborhood Councils want your 
help to shape the future of Los Angeles. Neighborhood 
Councils from both North and South Granada Hills are 
hosting a joint forum where you can give your input 
on the update to the City’s General Plan on Thursday, 
January 18, 7:00 pm at St Euphrasia School, 17637 
Mayerling St. in Granada Hills. The forum will solicit 
community feedback on issues affecting quality of life 
including: noise, open space, safety, mobility, and more. 
For more information, visit the Granada Hills North 
Neighborhood Council website.

Used Book Sale
 Granada Hills Library, 10640 Petit Avenue, is hosting 
a used book sale on Friday, Jan. 19, 9:30 am-5:00pm and 
Saturday, Jan. 20, from 9:30am -4:00pm. All proceeds 
benefit Granada Hills Library. 

Giant Book Sale
 On Saturday, January 20, from 10 AM to 2 PM the 
Friends of the Chatsworth Library will hold a giant book 
sale. The library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street 
in Chatsworth.  The sale is in the Community Room and 
includes thousands of almost-new hardback books and a 
huge selection of paperback books all at a fraction of the 
cost of new. Go to    http://laplchatsworthfriends.org or 
call (818) 341-4276 for more information.

 Intro to “Shades of LA”
 Historian Kathy Kobayashi will introduce you to 
LAPL’s vast and varied photographic collection called 
“Shades of L.A.” on Tuesday, January 23, 4 PM at 
Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. All 
ages welcome and refreshments will be served.
(818) 368-5687

Make Your Own Duct Tape Wallet
 Join us for some fun as you make your own duct tape wallet 
on Thursday, January 25, 4 PM at Granada Hills Branch 
Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. Supplies and instructions will 
be provided.  All ages welcome.  (818) 368-5687.

 Free Movie Matinee
 On Thursday, January 25 at1:30 PM there will be a 
free movie matinee in the Chatsworth Library Community 
Room, 21052 Devonshire Street.  The movie is sponsored by 
the Friends of the Chatsworth Library. Light refreshments 
will be available.  For more information, call (818) 341-
4276 or go to www.lapl.org/branches/chatsworth.

 How to Balance a Dinosaur
 A hands-on science workshop for children and teens to 
build their own “dinosaurs” and then try to balance them 
on two legs will be on Tuesday, January 30, 3:30 PM at 
Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. (818) 
368-5687

 Seated Yoga / Exercise
 The Chatsworth Library holds free classes 
every Wednesday and most Fridays at 10:30 AM.  The 
video classes alternate between seated yoga and seated 
exercise. The library is located at 21052 Devonshire Street.  
For more information, call (818) 341-4276.

Tiny Tots Storytime
 Come and listen to a library volunteer as she reads 
wonderful stories to your children every Wednesday at 
10:30 AM in the Chatsworth Library, 21052 Devonshire 
Street.  For more information, call (818) 341-4276 or go to 
www.lapl.org/branches/chatsworth.

 Love is a Warm Blanket Donation Drive
 “Love is a Warm Blanket” is an annual blanket drive 
for the homeless in Los Angeles and beyond. New and 
gently used (washed) blankets will be collected at drop 
off sites through the season. Blankets are personally 
handed out to the general homeless population on the 
streets, at distribution events in communities including 
Skid Row, and to homeless shelter residents including 
emergency winter shelters. You can drop off a donation at 
the San Fernando Valley Rescue Mission, 8756 Canby Ave. 
in Northridge, Monday to Friday, 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. For 
more information, go to www.liawb.blogspot.com or email 
loveisawarmblanket@hotmail.com.    

Aliso Canyon Puts the Hit on DWP 
Customers This Winter
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CityWatchLA

Drug Biz Sues California …Unhappy
With New ‘Advance Notice’ Law

By Bob Gelfand 

The pharmaceutical industry sued the state of California last month. You see, 
California recently passed a law that would require the drug companies to give 
advance warning before they raise prices substantially. Under California’s new 

law, drug companies are at least supposed to provide some advance notice and to explain 
their reasons. So as night follows day, the pharmaceutical industry filed suit, wrapping 
themselves in the Constitution and various other sacred obligations. 
 The pharma folks claimed: “The law creates bureaucracy, thwarts private market 
competition, and ignores the role of insurers, pharmacy benefit managers and hospitals 
in what patients pay for their medicines,’ James Stansel, PhRMA’s executive vice 
president and chief counsel, said in a statement.” 
 It’s that part about “thwarts private market competition” that gets me. Put it this 
way -- PhRMA representative James Stansel should be very careful about standing 
where lightning could strike down from the heavens. 
 Let’s expand: 
 A series of investigations makes clear that the major pharmaceutical companies are 
not engaging in a lot of competition, a report from Blue Cross/Blue Shield explains.  
 “Over the seven-year study period, a limited number of patent-protected prescription 
drugs have driven the entire year-over-year increase in drug costs. Generics have only 
managed to offset the cost growth of these patented drugs by taking an increasing share 
of total prescriptions. Despite generics accounting for 82 percent of all prescriptions in 
2016, patented drugs account for 63 percent of total spending.” 
 In other words, the drugs that are still on patent -- though a minority of actual 
prescriptions -- account for the majority of payments. That’s because the newer drugs 
are extraordinarily expensive. Even some drugs out of patent such as recombinant 
human insulin are rising in price rapidly. 
 The pricing of insulin is actually one of the best examples of the trend, as explained by 
an article in Business Insider: 
 “In most industries, competition drives down prices. But the market for insulin looks 
more like airline tickets. When one company raises the price, the others quickly follow. 
And in some cases the companies even seem to increase prices simultaneously.” 
 As the article shows, Lilly’s short acting insulin Humalog and Novo Nordisk’s Novolog 
do essentially the same thing and would theoretically be in competition with each other. But 
the two drugs have tracked each other in price so closely over the past 20 years that the curves 
essentially overlap. During that time, the price has increased about ten fold. What used to 
cost $25 is now over $250. There is a similar overlap in prices for the longer acting insulin 
formulations Levemir (Novo Nordisk) and Lantus (Sanofi). Notice that insulin is not a new 
invention or even a new product. It has been in use in medicine for nearly a hundred years. 
 We can all remember other price increases that became public scandals in the recent 
past. Martin Shkreli went to jail for an unrelated offense, but he became notorious for 
raising the price of a drug called Daraprim through the roof. There is another drug that 
most of us haven’t heard of called H.P. Acthar. It is sold by Mallinckrodt, which recently 
raised the price to $34,000.
 When it comes to the pharmaceutical industry, market competition is for the other guy. 
  (Bob Gelfand writes on science, culture, and politics for CityWatch.)  

CityWatchLA

First-Person Report: 
Cancer-Causing

Chemicals Endanger 
SoCal Kids

By Lisa Lappin

As a veteran teacher of 25 years, I‘ve heard children say a lot of things. But, in 2010 
one of my second-grade students said something no teacher should ever hear: 
“Ms. Lappin, I don’t want to die.” He wasn’t sick. But he was scared. The child’s 

haunting words impelled me to start asking questions. Specifically, why were so many 
children, teachers, and residents contracting cancer in the small city of Paramount?  
 I began calling regulatory agencies and contacting environmental and public health 
organizations. Three years later one of my students lost her brave battle with the disease 
at age eight. At her funeral, a parent whose nine-month-old baby was diagnosed with 
cancer asked me, “Help us, teacher.” At that moment, I knew I had to uncover why so 
many parents’ hearts are being broken by the unexplainable number of children getting 
seriously ill and even dying. 
 As my activism increased, so did the evidence suggesting something was deeply 
wrong with the air we were all breathing. I met a local teacher who had five children 
diagnosed with cancer in her kindergarten class over the past eight years. I learned 
that I had contracted the disease too – requiring the removal of my left lung three years 
ago. And then, in the summer of 2016, SCAQMD agreed to conduct a comprehensive air 
monitoring study of Paramount. Our deepest fears were realized: The  agency informed 
us that our air had up to 350 times above normal levels of hexavalent chromium (hex 
chrome), a compound known to cause lung cancer, as well as asthma, allergies, anemia, 
and sperm damage. Hex chrome is the same chemical that devastated the town of Hinkley, 
California and was made famous in the film “Erin Brockovich.” 
 Metal forging, chrome plating, and anodizing industries are primary emitters of 
this dangerous chemical. Southern California is home to hundreds of such metalworking 
companies, and the highest percentage of industrial hex chrome emissions in the state.   

    *  *  *

 Because of the growing public outcry of Paramount residents – further ignited by 
the disclosure that there were five metal forging companies within just five square miles - 
SCAQMD initiated a series of important actions. The agency identified the metalworking 
companies principally responsible for these dangerous emissions, required they reduce 
emissions or face temporary closure, forced metal forging companies located near homes 
and schools to install state of the art pollution controls, and prohibited metal grinding in 
the open air. 
 Since that time, SCAQMD has been holding public workshops to strengthen 
regulations aimed at reducing hex chrome emissions coming from the 117 chrome plating 
and chromic acid anodizing facilities in the state, most of which are located in low-income 
communities of Southern California. But the metal lobby and its big business allies are 
fighting back.   
 Industry lobbyists launched coordinated personal attacks, downplayed the public 
health threat posed by hex chrome, and portrayed themselves as unfairly persecuted 
“mom and pop” businesses, despite many typically earning between $5 and $50 million 
in annual revenues. SCAQMD has since conceded to industry demands, significantly 
weakening recently proposed regulatory improvements.
 Southern Californians are paying a steep price for this regulatory about-
face. Alarming rates of cancer continue to plague our communities. Most vulnerable to 
the ravages of hex chrome are children, whose immune systems are still developing.
 No final regulatory decisions will be made until February 2, 2018. We have until 
December 15 to submit public comments to SCAQMD demanding the implementation 
of comprehensive, state of the art pollution controls and immediate long-term air 
monitoring on all chrome plating and anodizing plants. And, the companies emitting the 
chemical, not the taxpayers forced to breathe it, should pay for it.  
 Every person deserves to breathe clean air, especially children. For too long residents 
living in shadows of the metal industry have been disproportionately suffering from the 
health impacts associated with breathing hex chrome. The regulatory agencies given 
the responsibility to protect us must live up to California’s reputation as the nation’s 
unquestioned environmental leader – our health and futures depend on it.

 (Lisa Lappin is a second and third-grade teacher who has been teaching in Compton 
and Paramount for a combined 26 years.) Prepped for CityWatch by Linda Abrams
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NOW 
HIRING!

Sales 
Associates www.AshleyHomeStore.com

BAKERSFIELD
8915 Rosedale Hwy
Bakersfiels, CA 93312
661-588-7953

BURBANK
East of the 5  
Exit Burbank Blvd
401 N. 1st St
Burbank, CA 91502
818-840-5620

COLTON
Next to our Factory
855 Ashley Way
Colton, CA 92324
909-433-5303

FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Just East of 405 Fwy
18060 Euclid St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-549-3200

HAWTHORNE
East of 405, 
Rosecrans Exit
14600 Ocean Gate Ave
Hawthorne, CA 90250
310-349-2083 

LAGUNA HILLS
Just North of  
the Laguna Hills Mall
24001 El Toro Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949-461-0829

LONG BEACH
West of the 605 
in Long Beach 
Towne Center
7410 Carson Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-766-2050

LOS ANGELES
South of the 10, 
Exit Convention Center
1810 S Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015
213-745-2980     

MONTCLAIR          
Located South  
of Montclair Plaza
5055 S. Montclair Plaza Ln
Montclair, CA 91763
909-625-4420

MURRIETA
25125 Madison Ave
Murrieta, CA  92562
951-894-7988        

OXNARD
Located in the Market Place 
at Oxnard 
Shopping Center
1721 E Ventura Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93036
805-981-0284 

PALMDALE
Across from the AV Mall
39626 10th St West
Palmdale, CA 93551
661-225-9410

PALM DESERT
Desert Gateway Plaza
34740 Monterey Ave
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760-202-3052

SAN DIEGO
7770 Miramar Road
San Diego, CA 92126
858-408-1701 

SAN MARCOS
1050 Los Vallecitos Blvd
San Marcos, CA 92069
760-304-0080

SANTA ANA
Located in the 
Westfield MainPlace Mall
2800 N Main St., #2100
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
714-558-5300 

SANTA CLARITA
Center Point Market Place 
Across From Sam’s Club 
and Super Walmart
26520 Carl Boyer Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-284-7200 

VICTORVILLE
North of Victor Valley Mall
12704 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760-261-5386 

WEST COVINA
Located in the  
Eastland Shopping Center
2753 E Eastland Ctr Dr #2050
West Covina, CA 91791
626-938-1480

YORBA LINDA
Just North of Fwy 91
22705 Savi Ranch Pkwy
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
714-363-9900

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK: 
Monday - Sunday 10am - 9pm

“Se Habla Español”

NORTHRIDGE
Just East of the  
Northridge Mall

9301 Tampa Ave, Ste 1401
Northridge, CA 91324

818-717-1740

• NO interest*  • NO down payment 
• NO minimum purchase

• NO interest*  • NO down payment 
• NO minimum purchase

20% off‡‡ 25% off‡‡

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card from 1/9/2018 to 1/29/2018. 
Equal monthly payments required for 48 months. Ashley Furniture does not require 
a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of 
purchase. *See below for details.

On purchases with your Ashley Advantage™ credit card from 1/9/2018 to 1/29/2018. 
Equal monthly payments required for 36 months. Ashley Furniture does not require 
a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of 
purchase. *See below for details.

4 YEARS 3 YEARS

plus plus 

OR

#1 IN CALIFORNIA, 
#1 IN AMERICA, 
49 LOCATIONS 

TO SERVE 
YOU!

Hurry In! 

Sale Ends M
onday, 

January 29th 

at 9pm
!

EVENTEVENTBIG
HUGE SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE!

FIND
SAVINGS UP TO

60% 
OFF 

In Stores

‡‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster® and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection plans, 
warranty, delivery fee, Manager’s Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing, and 14 Piece Packages and cannot be combined with financing specials. Effective 12/30/15, all mattress and box springs are subject to an $11 per unit CA recycling fee. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. 
Stoneledge Furniture LLC. many times has multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time; these are allowed to only be used either/or and not both or combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in 
price and/or specification may occur in print. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. Picture may not represent item exactly as shown, advertised items may not be on display at all locations. Some restrictions may apply. Available only at participating locations. 
†DURABLEND® upholstery products feature a seating area made up of a combination of Polyurethane and/or PVC, Polycotton, and at least 17% Leather Shavings with a skillfully matched combination of Polycotton and Polyurethane and/or PVC everywhere else. **Leather 
Match upholstery features top-grain leather in the seating areas and skillfully matched vinyl everywhere else. Ashley HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2018 Ashley HomeStores, Ltd. Promotional Start Date: January 9, 2018. Expires: January 29, 2018.

*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. Ashley HomeStore does not require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery charges are due at time of purchase if the purchase is made with your Ashley Advantage™ Credit Card. No interest will be charged 
on promo purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to initial promo purchase amount divided equally by the number of months in promo period until promo is paid in full. The equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next highest whole dollar and may be 
higher than the minimum payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2. Existing cardholders should 
see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms. Promotional purchases of merchandise will be charged to account when merchandise is delivered. Subject to credit approval. ‡Monthly payment shown is equal to the purchase price, excluding taxes and delivery, divided 
by the number of months in the promo period, rounded to the next highest whole dollar, and only applies to the selected financing option shown. If you make your payments by the due date each month, the monthly payment shown should allow you to pay off this purchase within 
the promo period if this balance is the only balance on your account during the promo period. If you have other balances on your account, this monthly payment will be added to the minimum payment applicable to those balances.

§Subject to credit approval. Minimum monthly payments required. See store for details.


